HARSH ENVIRONMENTS REQUIRE RELIABILITY AND TRUST

SEALED CONNECTION SYSTEMS THAT DELIVER EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

WHY CHOOSE HD AND DT CONNECTORS

• In use in some of the toughest jobs around
• Used by fleets, service providers, and customers of all types
• Proven reliable when millions of dollars are at stake
• Ideal when you can’t afford a day of downtime

WHY WE’RE DIFFERENT

We have been trusted by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) organizations for more than 40 years.

KEY INDUSTRIES

- Truck
- Bus
- Construction
- Special Vehicles
- Agriculture
- Lift Truck
- Marine
- Power Sports
- Power Generation
- Light Military Vehicles

APPLICATIONS

- Wire-to-Wire
- Sensors
- Lights
- Gauges
- Wire-to-Board
- Actuators
- Switches
- Solenoids

DEUTSCH HD AND DT CONNECTORS

You know our world-class DEUTSCH Common Contact System:
• Pins and sockets size 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20.
• Available in solid, stamped and formed versions.
• A wide selection of plating finishes.

GET TO KNOW OUR CONNECTORS

The HD and DT connector families are versatile, supporting a wide range of applications.

HD PRODUCTS

• Robust circular connection systems with quick connect/disconnect bayonet coupling.
• Metal shell HD30, plastic shell HDP20, and smaller diagnostic HD10 series product families.
• All using durable DEUTSCH pin and socket common contacts.

DT PRODUCTS

• Rugged rectangular connection systems with cantilever latches that use separate wedge locks.
• Regular DT, Miniature DTM, and Power DTP series product families.
• All using durable DEUTSCH pin and socket common contacts.

LEARN MORE AT TE.COM/ICT